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ONLY ONE SPEAKER WITH FULL OF MEMORIES
CUSTOM-FABRICATED SPEAKER IN THE WORLD
SMILE - ONE copies the happy moment to the speaker as it is.
A piece waiting in the belly to be born.
One piece that was born safely.
One piece of a heart pounding to enter nursery school and
kindergarten.
A piece that I wore a clothes at Shichigosan three and stretched a
little.
From the moment the child is given life to the adult,
I will present a lot of memories to my parents.
Please do not forget such precious memories
Why not leave it as only one speaker in the world?

ーMUSIC MAKE CHILDREN GROW ー
Good quality music brings many good things to children.
It is said that when you are touching music since childhood, your
sensitivity to voice increases and you are good at distinguishing
words. Also, music can stimulate and stimulate the development of
nerve pathways.

ーCHOOSING TO CHOOSE A GOOD QUALITY SOUNDー
Currently speakers alone have many kinds, performance, price and
design are also various. There are many inexpensive and useful
ones, but on the other hand the quality of the sound falls. SMILEONE is not inexpensive and is not very convenient. However, the
sound quality resonates to the mind and body which are not found
in other companies' speakers.
Why not choose prices and convenience for children,
good quality sound?

ーTONE OF SMILE-ONEー

SMILE-ONE is rich and soft tone full of heart, "It is not fatigued even if listening for a
long time", "It is not only from the ear but can be felt by the body" is characterized.
Envelop the whole space spreading natural sounds, and instantly guide all people
listening to the healing space. It is highly recommended for those who enjoy music with
the whole family including children.

Custom-fabricated speaker『SMILE-ONE』
Special Memory Package
◇Package price：78,000 yen(tax-excluded)
◇Package contents：Speaker・dedicated box・Sound source
connection code
USB charging code・AC adapter (1A/4W)
Remake service(twice)
◇Speaker's size：W15.3cm×H8.2cm×D6cm Weight 320ｇ

～What's the remake service？～
SMILE-ONE photo design
It is a service that can be changed later!
Over time, a growing child
The image of SMILE-ONE will be shown.
※Normally the remake service is changed once
¥ 10,000 yen

